Thank you for your interest in supporting garden restoration at the Edison & Ford Winter Estates. We invite you to commemorate your marriage or anniversary, celebrate the birth of a child, or honor a departed loved one by planting or sponsoring a tree. Over the years, your living monument will grow and strengthen, bearing fruit, providing shade, or shelter to local wildlife. Your contribution can make a difference in several ways:

- **Tree Sponsorship ($350):** Support garden restoration by sponsoring an existing tree in the gardens of Edison Ford. Your contribution will provide crucial funding for maintenance and upkeep of our historic gardens. A 5-3/4” x 4” plaque will be placed next to the sponsored tree of your choice (some limitations regarding tree selection apply).

- **Commemorative Tree ($1,000 - $2,000):** Plant a new tree at Edison Ford to replace a tree lost to a storm or old age. Trees range in price based on availability and other factors (see reverse). A 5-3/4” x 4” plaque will be placed next to the commemorative tree.

- **Optional – Dedication Ceremony ($200):** Edison Ford staff will provide everything needed for a brief dedication ceremony: shovels, watering cans, and a Horticultural staff member to discuss the tree selected (subject to availability).
Once you have submitted this form, you will be contacted within two business days to discuss current options for tree selection, based on availability, season, and current needs. Once your final selection has been made, a total amount will be provided and payment rendered. Please Note: Whether you select a sponsorship or commemorative tree, our horticultural staff will work to maintain its long term health, ensuring an adequate specimen and site are selected, and that regular work is performed to maintain tree health.

All Commemorative Trees are guaranteed for a period of 36 months from planting. While all reasonable efforts will be made to relocate or replace Commemorative Trees damaged under normal circumstances, they cannot be guaranteed if they are damaged or destroyed in the event of a hurricane, natural disaster or other out-of-the-ordinary circumstance. If needed, we will relocate or replace trees which may become in conflict with any future planning of the estates. All plaques are guaranteed for a period of 36 months from the time of tree planting. Edison Ford reserves the right to review all plaque inscriptions. Plaques will include botanical information regarding selected trees. No additional plaques or other items may be placed at the site.

**Donor Name:**
_______________________________________________________________

**Mailing Address:**
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

**Phone Number:**
_______________________________________________________________

**E-mail Address:**
_______________________________________________________________

**Plaque Inscription:**
_______________________________________________________________
(15 words or less)  
_______________________________________________________________

**Purchaser Signature:**
_______________________________________________________________

_I agree to and understand the information on this order form._

Submit this form via E-mail to: nachter@edisonford.org, or mail to:
Attn: Nancy Achter, EFWE, 2350 McGregor Blvd., Fort Myers, FL 33901
If you have questions, call Nancy Achter, Membership Director, at 239-335-3678.